A formulation representing multicomponent-fuel (MC-fuel) composition as a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) depending on the molar weight is used to construct a model of a large number of MC-fuel drops evaporating in a gas flow, so as to assess the extent of fuel specificity on the vapor composition. The P D F is a combination of two Gamma PDFs, which was previously shown to duplicate the behavior of a fuel composed of many species during single drop evaporation. The conservation equations are Eulerian for the flow and Lagrangian for the physical drops, all of which are individually followed. The gas conservation equations for mass, momentum, species and energy, are complemented by differential conservation equations for the first four moments of the gas-composition PDF; all coupled to the perfect gas equation of state. Source terms in all conservation equations couple the gas phase to the drops. The drop conservation equations for mass, position, momentum and energy are complemented by differential equations for four moments of the liquid-composition PDF. The simu!etions 2re performed for a three-dimensiorial mixing layer whose lower stream is initially laden with drops. Initial perturbations excite the layer to promote the double pairing of its four initial spanwise vortices to a n ultimate vortex. The drop temperature is initially lower than that of the surrounding gas, initiating drop heating and evaporation. The results focus on both evolution and the state of the drops and gas when layers reach a momentum-thickness maximum past the double vortex pairing; particular emphasis is on the gas composition. Comparisons between simulations with n-decane, diesel and three kerosenes show that although at same initial Reynolds number and drop Stokes number distribution the growth and the rotational characteristics of the layers is unaffected by the fuel specificity, the global mixing is highly fuel specific. Analysis of the local conditions shows a high level of mixturre heterogeneity for all MC fuels and thus a single-component fuel cannot represent MC fuels. Substantial differences among the MC-fuel vapor composition can be traced to the original P D F representing the MC-fuel composition.
Introduction
The overwhelming majority of fuels used in spray combustion devices are complex mixtures of a myriad of chemical species; examples me diesel, gasoline and kerosene, The traditional way of modeling these fuels has been to consider the mixture as the sum of all its individual or as the sum of a solvent and a solute: for obvious reasons, we call this the 'discrete' species approach (DSA). Due to computational overhead associated with a large number of species, complex fuels have so far not been simulated using the DSA. Ascertaining the role of different species in a complex fuel is, however, important during combustion because they have different impacts depending on the application. Recent developments in the modeling of multicomponent (MC) fuel drops have opened intriguing possibilities for modeling M C fuel sprays4w7 in a computationally efficient manner. These recent models are based on the well-established theory of Continuous Thermodynamics (CT),8,g in which the chemical potential for a mixture containing numerous components is appropriately represented, and the Gibbs function is derived through molecular thermodynamic methods in terms of the probability distribution function (PDF) describing the mixture composition. The concepts are fundamental and independent of the physicochemical model chosen for the chemical potential. Having specified an initial PDF, the evolution of the mixture is governed by thermodynamic relationships and/or conservation equations.
Although the most general PDF will depend on many variables, it has been shown, with validation, that the single-Gamma PDF depending on the molar weight, m, can represent a homologous species c l a s~.~-'~ Single-Gamma PDF models applied to drop evapor a t i~n~-~ are, however, restricted t o negligible fuel vapor in the drop-surrounding gas, as shown by Harstad et A combination of two Gamma PDFs (DGPDF) as a function of m is necessary to capture the evaporation of drops in a gas containing substantial fuel vapor,7 as in sprays. Moreover, Harstad and BellmI3 have enlarged the DGPDF concept through appropriate thermodynamic modeling and shown that a sin-gle DGPDF can represent several homologous species classes.
This study addresses the problem of MC-fuel drop evaporation in shear flows, such as in sprays, and inquires into the various aspcts of the flow with particular empahsis on the species distribution. All simulations are performed in the pre-transitional regime so as to uncouple the composition and turbulence features of the flow. The interest is here on exploring the influence that the MC aspect has on the flow/drop coupled interaction, both from the standpoint of the flow and the drop characteristics. Since the drop/flow interaction exists only as long as the drop has not entirely evaported, the interaction characteristic time is governed by the fuel identity, the initial drop size, the initial drop temperature, the initial gas composition and the initial gas temperature, particularly compared to the fuel boiling temperature. Thus, at same drop size and gas characteristics, singlespecies, also called singlecomponent (SC), fuel drop evaporation is governed by the single value of the fuel boiling temperature ((at the specified pressure), while for MCfuel drops the fuel boiling temperature continuously changes with composition as the drop evaporates. In this respect, the usefulness of the fuel statistical representation is to allow the investigation of MC-fuel drop/flow interaction at higher initial gas temperatures than possible with SC-fuel drops. Comparing the SGPDF and DGPDF models, the latter permits simulation of situations where the drop evaporation is larger than in the former, thus allowing for the possibility of the gas phase t o contain substantial vapor that could condense on the drops. It is this physics of the MC fuels at larger gas temperatures than investigated in the previous SC-fuel low Reynolds number study of Miller and Bellan14 and in the transitional study of Okong'o and Bellan15 that is here of interest.
This investigation is conducted using the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) methodology wherein all scales of the flow are resolved. This methodology was initially devised for single phase flows and was extended by Boivin et a1.l' to two-phase flows with particles that are much smaller than the Kolmogorov scale and which have a volumetrically small loading (e W 3 ) . Indeed, Boivin et a1.I' showed that the drops can be treated as point sources of mass, momentum and energy from the gas-phase perspective, and thus it is then appropriate to perform simulations using a gas-phase resolution that is adequate for singlephase flow, by following the gas phase in an Eulerian frame and tracking the drops in a Lagrangian frame. The terminology DNS, while not strictly accurate, is traditionally applied to such simulations, and several recent studies have used this DNS methodology.''-2o
The present focus is on the influence of the fuel type, of the freestream gas temperature and composition, and of the initial mass loading in determining the flow composition.
Conservation equations
The equations follow in concept the SC study of Miller and Bellanl* and emulate the SC investigation of Okong'o and Bellan,15 in that the gas phase is described in an Eulerian frame and the drops are followed in a Lagrangian frame. The drops are assumed much smaller than the Kolmogorov scale, meaning that they can be treated as sources of mass, species, momentum and energy for the gas.l6?'O The MGfuel coEposition is described by P ( m ; a l , p l , a z , P z , E ) = (1-€)fp+€fp, (1) where fr' = fr(m; ale, a) with k = 1,2, E is a weighting parameter (0 < E < l), J y m P(m)dm = 1 and where r (a) is the Gamma function. The origin of f is specified by y, and its shape is determined by a and P. Thus 
where where c is the molar density, xi is the ith coordinate, u is the velocity, X is the mole fraction, m = 8,X, + m a ( l -X u ) is the molar mass where ma is the carrier gas molar weight (subscript a denotes the carrier gas), V is an effective diffusion coefficient, p is the pressure, ~i j is the viscms stress tersor, is the Kronecker
energy of the gas, p = mc is the mass density, h is the enthalpy, X is the thermal conductivity, T is the gas temperature and R, is the universal gas constant.
The last term in flux of the energy equation i s the portion of the heat flux due to molar fluxes. The source from the coupled interaction of drops and gas, and are given below.
Drop equations
All drops are individually simulated. Under the assumptions of quasi-steady gas phase with respect to the liquid phase, justified by p/p1 = O(10W3),2' and of uniform internal drop properties, justified by the relatively small evaporation ratez1 (criterion checked a posteriori), the 
Source terms
The source-term-vector components of eq. 6 are where N = Md/81 is the number of moles in the drop, N is the number of drops, and the summation is over all drops residing within a local numerical discretization volume, A&. Following SC m e t h~d o l o g y ,~~ a geometric weighting factor w q distributes the individual drop contributions to the nearest eight grid points in proportion to their distance from the drop location; because convective effects dominate the species flux term, for MC flows, differential species diffusivity is negligible in transport from the drop location to the grid nodes.
Results
Configuration, boundary conditions and numerics Displayed in Fig. l a is the mixing layer configuration showing the streamwise, 21, cross-stream, 2 2 , and spanwise, 2 3 , coordinates with lengths L1 = 4x1 = 29.166,,0, L2 = 1.1L1, and L3 = 4x3 = 0.6L1,with L1 = 0.2m, where X I and A3 are forcing wavelengths in the x1 and 2 3 directions, and are used to excite the layer in order to induce roll-up and pairing.14~23)24 bW,o = AUo/(dq/dx2) is the initial vorticity thickness (subscript 0 denotes the initial condition) where AUo = 2Uo is the velocity difference across the layer, the brackets () indicate averaging over homogeneous (21, 2 3 ) planes, and the initial condition for u1 is detailed in;'* the initial mean streamwise velocity has an error-function pr0fi1e.l~ The drops are randomly distributed throughout x2 < 0 with uniform number density and uniform temperature TdO < TO, where TO is the initial uniform gas temperature; thus drop heating and evaporation ensues. The mean drop number density profile is smoothed near the center-line, 2 2 = 0, using an error function profile. Table 1 summarizes the initial conditions. The initial drop slip velocity with respect to the gas is null, and the initial dropsize distribution is polydisperse and specified by the Stokes number, St = ~dAU0/6,,0. Comparing MC and SC fuel parameters, it is obvious that one cannot have the same pi, DO and Sto. Because of the larger pl at same initial St, the MC calculations are initialized witrh a larger number of drops, NO, and a smaller DO than their SC counterpart. Since St measures the drop/flow interaction, having the same Sto in all computations means that if differences in the flow evolution occur, they are entirely the result of the SC versus MC aspect. The MC fuels considered are diesel7 and three kerosenes (Jet A, RP-1 and JP-7) whose comp~sition,'~ provided as a mole fraction versus of the carbon number by Edwards" was fitted in PDF form by Harstad and Bellan.13 All 40 are here SGPDFs, shown in Fig. l b (mean and variance in Table l), this being an excellent representation for JP-7 (for which E = 0), a very good assumption for RP-1 (for which E = 7.35 x lod3) and an approximation for Jet A (for which E = 0.1357);13 this choice means that if 90 evolves into a DGPDF, this would entirely be the result of condensation on the drops. The PDF of the SC fuel (not shown) used for comparison, n-decane, would simply be a delta function at m = 142kg/kmol, however, since a delta function is computationally untractable, the SC model of Okong'o and Bellan" is used instead. N-decane simulations at TO = 400K led to a substantial number of drops being evaporated before the second pairing, owing to the single value of Tb = 447.7K close to TO, and thus the results were not conducive to investigating drop-flow interactions; this case was thus not included in the study. All thermodynamic properties were calculated as in Harstad et al.7> 24 The mass loading, ML, is the total mass of the liquid relative to the total mass of the gas in the laden stream.
Initially, the gas phase consists of a carrier gas with a trace of vapor, XVo. The free-stream velocity UO = Mc,oac,o is calculated from a specified value of the convective Mach number MC,o based on the carrier gas initial speed of sound ac,o = JRcToC,,C/C,,C at the initial uniform pressure. The specified value of the initial Reynolds number, Reo = poAU06~,0/p, where po is the initial gas density, is used to calculate p. The thermal conductivity and diffusivity are then computed using this value of p and (constant) specified values of Pr = Sc, computed as in Miller et For each MC fuel, the freestream initial vapor composition is found from a single-drop simulation in air at the specified TO by choosing it to be the first-timestep surface-vapor composition; this choice means that all simulations are initiated with the a uniform vapor composition adjacent to the drops. The boundary conditions in the x1 and 2 3 directions are periodic, and adiabatic slip-wall conditions in the x2 direction previously derived2'> 26 were here adapted to the DGPDF CT model for MC mixtures. Drops reaching the slip walls are assumed to stick to them.
The equations were solved using an eight-order central finite difference discretization in space and a fourt h-order Runge-Kutta for temporal advancement.
The grid resolution is listed in Table 1 . A fourth-order Lagrange interpolation procedure was used to obtain gas-phase variable values at drop locations. Drops whose mass decreased below 3% of Md were removed from the calculation. The perturbations used to excite the layer are described el~ewhere;'~~ 23 their relative amplitudes with respect to the circulations are 10% and 2.25% in the spanwise and streamwise directions, respectively. The evolution of the layer comprises two pairings for the four initial spanwise vortices to form a single vortex.
Global layer evolution
The layer growth, measured by the momentum thickness, 6 , , calculated as 
, y=86kg/kmol for diesel, y=4lkg/kmol for Jet A, and -y=93kg/kmol for RP1 and JP7, the grid=200x224x120, and CPU time 'v Fig. 2c , n-decane displays the best global mixing, this being due to its higher evaporation rate (see below) generally followed by Jet A, Rpl, JP7 and diesel. Differences between the simulations with different fuels occur early in the layer evolution, and this high 6 p sensitivity may therefore constitute a good experimental diagnostic for comparing fuels. The early higher Sp for Jet A compared to n-decane results from the initially higher evaporation rate of the former, as species more volatile than n-decane egress the drops. The final ordering of Sp values is entirely correlated with the fuel saturation curve; this saturation curve is k e d for n-decane but is continuously evolving with time for MC fuels due to the change in composition. Among the diesel runs, Sp increases with increasing XUo because despite the reduced drop evaporation rate (see below) the larger YVO contributes to the larger vapor mass in the domain (not shown). When comparing all diesel and n-decane simulations, in Fig. 2d , Sp increases with TO, as can be seen for diesel for TO = 375K, 400K and 425K, which results from the larger evaporation rate at higher TO. It is also apparent that Sp for diesel at the highest To = 425K is still inferior to the value for n-decane at 375K, this being due to the diesel much smaller volatilty. This indicates that SC fuels are poor simulants of MC fuels for the purpose of phenomena associated with phase change.
Rotational characteristics of the layer are depicted in Fig. 3 , the positive spanwise vorticity, ((w3f)) (Figs.  3a, 3c, 3e) , and the enstrophy, ((wiw?)) (Figs. 3b, 3d, 3f), where (0) denotes averaging over all grid points.
Initially null, w : is a measure of the small-scale activity; wjwi is related to stretching and tilting which is an important mechanism for turbulence production. For all simulations, ((w;)) S,,o/AUo grows to an initial peak, at around the time of the first pairing, decreases and then grows again to a higher second peak, after which it declines. The time of the second peak approximately corresponds to the time of the second pairing. N-decane has a slightly higher growth than diesel between roll-up and the middle of the second paring, and past this pairing exhibits a decline, unlike the MC fuels (Fig. 3a) . Diesel has slightly inferior peak than all other fuels, whose value seems insensitive to XVo in the studied range (Fig. 3a) . Since the diesel has a similar p~ as the other MC fuels and the simulations are initiated with similar NO and {{DO}} ({{ }} denotes ensemble averaging over the drops), it appears that there may be composition effects at play, which persist at the larger To = 400K (Fig. 3c) . With increasing TO, ((wi)) increases at the second peak (Fig. 3e) , and at the higher TO values, the second peak assumes a longer lifetime and leads to higher growth thereafter. As for ((wiwi)) (S,,O/AUO)" its peak is smaller for ndecane than for all MC-fuels ( Fig. 3b) with a stronger differentiation between diesel and kerosenes than for ((w:)), a result that is invariant with TO (Fig. 3d) and which confirms the fuel-specific enstrophy evolu-tion (Figs. 3d and 3 f) .
To explore the reasons for the amplification in vortical activity with increased TO, the budgets of the conservation equations for w and w . w Dw Dt
were assessed, where DIDt is the substantial derivative. Depicted in Fig. 4 can conceive of situations where the rate of change in drop composition is substantial, and it could affect the vorticity evolution of the flow. The possibility of substantial thermodynamic contributions from these sources to the vorticity shows the tight dynamics/thermodynamics coupling in these compressible flows.
To develop an understanding of the state of the flow at t* = 95, flow visualizations are examined next. Fig. 5 is the drop number density calculated as an Eulerian field from the Lagrangian distribution
Flow visualizations Illustrated in
The plots depict the between-the-braid plane x~/&,,o = 8.75 distribution for several simulations at t* = 95. In all cases, a complex drop organization is observed, with void regions corresponding to locations of high vorticity (not shown); these voids are profiled by high pn regions that correspond to high strain 10cations.~~ The structural complexity of the drop organization is insensitive to TO (Figs. 5a, 5c and 5e), which is the result of two counteracting effects: first, the larger NO at same Sto means that more drops interact with the flow which creates more local non-uniformities through the drag action, however, {{Do}} being sligthly smaller combined with the larger TO means that the drop lifetime is reduced, which reduces the drops/flow interaction time. The S,n,n, peaks observed in Fig. 4 occur in the regions of highest pn. Increasing XVo (Figs. 5a and 5b ) decreases the complexity of the drop organization, this resulting from the opposite effects of the longer drop lifetime which increases the interaction with the flow and promotes non-uniformities and the difficulty of the flow to transport a larger mass loading; apparently, the latter effect dominates at t* = 95.
Finally, comparisons among diesel, Jet A and Rp-1 (JP-7 contours are similar t o the other kerosenes) in Figs. 5a, 5d and 5f, show the specific characteristics of the diesel drop distribution when compared to the kerosenes; some of these differences may result from the marginally smaller NO and {{DO}} for diesel at same Sto, which are difficult to separate from the other influences on the flow. The Y, contours are shown in Fig. 6 for selected simulations. In all cases, the lower stream has the highest vapor mass fraction, the smallest mass fraction is in the upper stream and the mixing layer contains a very inhomogeneous mixture. Compared to n-decane, diesel produces a much smaller Y,, with a maximum value that is less than 60% of that for n-decane ( p values are similar). With increasing TO, the layer entrains hotter gas, and the promoted evaporation increases Y,. for MC fuels the composition is necessary to entirely characterise the vapor. For MC fuels, the mixture composition is displayed in Fig. 7 for 8, and Fig. 8 for a,. Independent of the simulation, both 8, and a, exhibit strong inhomogeneities. For diesel at To = 375K with X,O = iov4, the smallest 6, vaiue is in the u p per stream and corresponds to the initial condition. The next larger values are in the lower stream because this is where the drops initially reside and thus where the more volatile species evaporate. The mixing layer contains the intermediate molar weight species which evaporate only after the drops have already been entrained into the layer. The largest 8, value is within the layer at the location of the highest pn because the heaviest molar weight species are the least volatile and evaporate only after the drop structure has been established. The smallest a, is in the lower stream and then within the layer where pn is small or where pn is large but ({DO}} is (conjectured) small indicating that most species have evaporated. Intermediate values of u, are found in the upper stream where species from the layer may escape, changing the initially uniform composition, and also in the layer adjacent to the location of the largest pn because the heaviest evapcrating species transported from the largest pn location will make a relatively large impact on the mean. The largest o,, is at the location of the largest pn where the heaviset species evolve from the drops. Thus, a composition stratification is established, much as had been observed for laminar flow combustion with two species, where the simulations were performed with computational instead of physical drops.32 Information not available in such binary-fuel computations is presented by a, which exhibits strong local variations, the smaller ones being in the lower stream, and the largest in the regions of highest 8,.
With increasing X,O, the maximum value of 8, de- creases and that of a,, increases indicating a reduced evaporation rate which did not allow the evolution of the heavier species observed at the lower XVo, and thus also less variation in the composition. When To is larger, the maximum 8, increases and the range of au augments because the larger evaporation rate allows increasingly heavier species to evolve from the drops, which increases 0,. Finally, at same TO, both 0, and a, are fuel specific. The narrower PDF of Jet A, shifted to the lower m regime with respect to diesel, results in smaller maximum 0, and a shifted range of CT, towards lower values; a more non-uniform distribution of a, is also apparent. For RP-1, its narrower PDF with respect to both diesel and Jet A leads to a decreasd range for both 0, and u, while for JP-7, its wider PDF with respect to RP-1 but narrower than Jet A leads or both 0, and 0, to a range of values intermediary to those of the two other kerosenes. Thus, the composition of the vapor is distinct for each of the fuels and the trends can be directly traced to its original composition. This information is inherently unavailable in SC simulations, and threfore caution must be exercised in using SC fuels as surrogate for MC fuels, either in simulations or in experiments. Fig. 9 are ensemble averages portraying the evolution of the drop characteritics. For n-decane, TsRt is constant and thus is not plotted in Fig. 9a . For all MC fuels, {{TsRt}}/TsRt,o increases rapidly during rollup as the most volatile species egress the drops and then gradually asymptotes as the drop composition becomes more uniform. The least increase, N 1.5%, is observed for RP-1 and JP-7 at TO = 375K and the larger To = 400K only slightly elevates { { T s R t } } / T s R t , o to slightly more than 2%. Jet A, being more volatile than the other two kerosenes, experiences a larger change in {{Ts,t}}/Ts,~,o with about 4.5% and 6% eventual increase at TO = 375K and 400K, respectively. The diesel profile coincides with that of Jet A at To = 375K, which is happenstance from the ensemble averaging; at TO = 400K, a slightly larger {{TSat}}/Tsat,0 is obtained for diesel, and the maximum value is about 6.5%. The distinct behavior of the fuels is noticeable. With increasing To, there is a correspondingly larger initial rate of increase in {{Ts,t}}/~s,~,o as the volatile species evaporate faster, and the ultimate value reached is larger, being almost 9% for TO = 425K. With increasing X,O, evaporation is slower, which sligtly decreases { {Tsat}}/Tsat,o. Although the % changes in {{Ts,t}}/Tsat,O are small, for individual drops they can be much larger, which has an impact on the local composition.
Drop evolution

Shown in
Exmination of { { D 2 / D~} }
in Fig. 9e shows that among all fuels, at fixed TO, the n-decane drops evaporate fastest, reaching about 60% of {{D6}}, which corresponds to about 46% of the initial mass, as shown in Fig. 9f depicting {(Md/Md,o}}. The diesel drops evaporate slowest, reaching about 71% of the initial mass, and the three kerosenes evaporate at approximately the same rate, 52%-55% of the initial mass. With increasing TO the drops evaporate faster and for larger X,o the drops evaporate slower, as expected, however, the small differences among values of { {TsRt}}/TsRt,o displayed in Fig. 9a translate in much larger dif-
differences are even larger if only the drops in the layer are considered since the lower stream more numerous drops evetually saturate (not shown), which biases the ensemble average value, while the mixing layer drop size continuously decreases.The wide range of resid-ual mass attained by the drops, from 72% to 38%, is evident. Fig. 9c is {{Td/Tsat}} versus t*. In all cases, a very mild {{Td/Tsat}} undulatory behavior is observed, traced to {{Td}} (not shown) manifesting evaporative cooling and heating cycles; ensemble averages conditioned on drop location (mixing layer for 2 -7; complement is the lower stream) displayed in Fig. 9d show this behavior to be biased by the larger number of drops in xz/SW,o < -7, as the mixing layer { { T d } } continuously increases after the first pairing. The variation of {{Td/T,,tj} for ndecane (not shown) duplicates the behavior {{Td}} as Tsat is constant. For the MC fuels, the behavior is due to either the counteracting or concerting effect of T d and Tsat. As the volatiles preferentially leave the drops, {{Tsut}} increases concomitantly with
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(shown below). At TO = 375K, the initial reduction of {{Td/T,,t}} combines the decrease in Td with the increase in Tsat. At TO > 375K, two initial behaviors are seen: a reduction in {{Td/Tsut}} (diesel and Jet A) meaning that the increase in Tsat due to the evaporation of lower-m species is larger than the increase in Td due t o drop heating, or an augmentation in {{Td/TSat}} (PR1 and JP7) meaning the opposite. The peaks and troughs in {{Td/Ts,t}} emulate those of {Td} indicating that away from the initial condition, the global Td variation is larger than that of Tsat.
The ensemble average Spalding number is presented in Fig. 9b . Jet A being considerably more volatile than the other fuels, the initial { { B } } for the corresponding simulations is larger; however, for all simulations { { B } } is small compared to unity and continuously and drastically decreases, verifying a posteriori the ,assumption of internal drop uniform conditions. The largest rate of decline occurs for the diesel simulation with X,,O = consistent with the decreased evaporation. When calculating the ensemble average of B using only the drops in the lower stream, and for all simulations , small negative values reached after the first and second pairings (not shown), indicating that at those times the liquid composition change in the lower stream is dominated by condensation. Except for Jet A, the magnitude of these small values increases with increasing TO which is explained by the increasing evaporation rate that brings lighter species into the gas phase which further proceed to condense on the drops. Companion plots of D2/Dg ensemble averaged over the lower stream (not shown), show an asymptotic value eventually reached, which supports this interpretation.
The evolution of the liquid composition is displayed in Fig. 10 the corresponding values for RP-1 and JP-7 are lower than 4% and 6%, respectively (Figs. loa. and 1Oc) . For the diesel simulation at TO = 425K, in excess of 17% change in 01 is observed (Fig. 10e) . Minimal sensitivity is exhibited by Bl to an order of magnitude increase in Xuo (Figs. 10a and iOej because as shown by Harstad et a1.,7 it is the composition of the vapor rather than its mole fraction (in this regime) that impact 81; the small decrease in Ol occurring with increasing Xuo results from the reduced evaporation rate which promotes thus a correspondingly smaller change in composition. More sensitivity to all parameters is exhibited by crl. At both TO = 375K and 400K (Figs. 10b and 10d) , Jet A has the largest initial decline in { { q } } / o~~ (in excess of 7% and 8%, respectively) as the stronger evaporation depletes more of the volatiles compared to the other fuels; with condensation, { { U~) } / U~O augments again, and this recovery is stronger with increasing TO owing to the larger range of volatile species that may condense. Diesel displays less {{q}}/qo variation than Jet A during the layer evolution and its initial decline as well as the recovery are smaller. Both RP-1 and JP-7 show the least initial reduction in {{al}}/alo due to their narrower PDF and the continuous increase past unity indicates that the initial SGPDF peak has been substantially reduced to permit a non-negligible contribution to the PDF by increasingly-lower-m species; the % augmentation of {{q}}/q~ past unity increases with TO as the promoted evaporation results in increasingly less volatile species leaving the drops. For diesel, the increasing To leads to a greater effect in the inital { { u~} } / q~ reduction and to a larger recovery (Figs. lOf) , indicating the strong temperature effect on evaporation and condensation, particularly for the lower-m species, and thus the substantial To infuelnce on the liquid composition.
The conclusion is that fuel specificity is important in determining both the drop characteristics and the liquid composition and that the gas phase temperature has a large impact on the liquid composition. The relatively small variations observed here correspond to the small (To -Td)/To range investigated, and it is predictable that larger variations will occur at higher show the fuel-specific variations, although for all fuels the vapor is contained within the mixing layer and the lower stream; the lower stream uniform (e,) /Quo and (n,) /n,O is consistent with the saturation discussed above. Diesel evaporation produces the largest change in (8,) /8,,o, mainly due to its very wide distribution.
The (e,) /8,0 peak coincides with the contour-plotidentified regions of high 8,; this coincidence is even more pronounced for (0,) /o,o showing first increased heterogeneity with the cross-stream distance, then the reaching of t,he above-discussed peak, and finally the decay to unity in the upper stream. Similar effects are exhibited by all kerosenes, with the difference that they are much less sensitive to TO and that the vaxiations in the cross-stream direction are greatiy reduced, both of which are attributed to their narrower initial PDF. At same TO, the highest (8,) /eve is for diesel, and then in decreasing order for Jet A, JP7 and RP1, decreasing with the reduction in their initial PDF width. Of all kerosenes, Jet A produces the largest (6,) /6,0 in the mixing layer, consistent with the wider PDF on the high-m side, but relatively smaller values in the lower stream, consistent with the wider PDF on the low-m side. Similarly, the Jet A (a,) /n,o displays more variation across the layer than the other kerosenes, which is again representative of its wider PDF. Thus, the composition of the gas phase mixture, which is responsible for ignition, combustion and pollutant production is highly variable with the MC fuel and must be captured if accurate predictions from combustion models are desired.
Conclusions
A formulation for describing the composition of MC fuels using a statistical representation has been used to derive a model of many drops evaporating in a Aow. This model has been applied to study the evaporation of drops in a three-dimensional temporal mixing layer whose lower stream is initially laden with a collection of randomly distributed polydiperse drops. The layer initially contains four spanwise vortices whose double pairing, promoted by a perturbation, results in the formation of an ultimate vortex. The results have been analyzed to study the layer and drop evolution as well as the state at the highest momentum thickness of the layer. Comparisons are made among simulations performed with a SC fuel (n-decane), diesel and three kerosenes: Jet -4, RP1 and JP7. The results show substantial differences between the global and local mixing features of the layers, all of which are traced to the relative initial composition of the fuels. Strong composition nonuniformities in the layer, found for all MC fuels, means that SC fuels cannot capture the necessary species distribution to model combustion. Moreover, the species distribution is fuelspecific, offering the possibility to discriminate between fuel-composition-related combustion efficiency, pollutant formation, corrosion aspects, etc. The simulations show that the identified composition effects are amplified with increasing temperature. Likewise, for Reynolds numbers larger than that of the simulations, evaporation will be enhanced resulting again in amplified composition heterogeneity. Thus, turbulent combustion models must realistically include fuel composition effects,
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